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Abstract
Distributed systems are getting so scalable like IoT (Internet of Things) and P2P
(Peer-to-Peer) systems that millions of devices are connected and support vari-
ous types of applications. Here, distributed systems are required to be secure in
addition to increasing the performance, reliability, and availability and reducing
the energy consumption. In distributed systems, information in objects flows to
other objects by transactions reading and writing data in the objects. Here, some
information of an object may illegally flow to a subject which is not allowed to get
the information of the object. Especially, a leakage of sensitive information is to
be prevented from occurring. In order to keep information systems secure, illegal
information flow among objects has to be prevented. Types of synchronization
protocols are so far discussed based on read and write access rights in the RBAC
(Role-Based Access Control) model to prevent illegal information flow.
In this thesis, we newly propose a P2PPSO (P2P type of topic-based PS (Pub-
lish/Subscribe) with Object concept) model and discuss the models and protocols
for information flow control. A P2PPSO model is composed of peer processes
(peers) which communicate with one another by publishing and subscribing event
messages. Each peer can both publish and receive event messages with no cen-
tralized coordinator compared with traditional centralized PS models. Each event
message published by a source peer carries information to a target peer. The con-
tents carried by an event message are considered to be composed of objects. An
object is a unit of data resource. Objects are characterized by topics, and each
event message is also characterized by topics named publication topics.
In order to make a P2PPSO system secure, we first newly propose a TBAC
ix
(Topic-Based Access Control) model. Here, an access right is a pair ht, opi of
a topic t and a publish or subscribe operation op. A peer is allowed to publish
an event message with publication topics and subscribe interesting topics only if
the publication and subscription access rights are granted to the peer, respectively.
Suppose an event message ej published by a peer pj carries an object on some
topics into a target peer pi. Here, information in the peer pj illegally flows to the
peer pi if the target peer pi is not allowed to subscribe the topics. An illegal object
is an object whose topics a target peer is not allowed to subscribe. Even if an event
message is received by a target peer by checking topics, objects carried by the
event message may be illegal at the target peer. Hence, first, we propose a TOBS
(Topics-of-Objects-Based Synchronization) protocol to prevent target peers from
being delivered illegal objects in the P2PPSO system. Here, even if an event
message is received by a target peer, illegal objects in the event message are not
delivered to the target peer.
In the TOBS protocol, every event message is assumed to be causally deliv-
ered to every common target peer in the underlying network. Suppose an event
message e2 is delivered to a target peer pi before another event message e1 while
the event message e1 causally precedes the event message e2 (e1 !c e2). Here,
the event message e2 is premature at the peer pi. Hence, secondly, we propose a
TOBSCO (TOBS with Causally Ordering delivery) protocol where the function
to causally deliver every pair of event messages is added to the TOBS protocol.
Here, we assume the underlying network supports reliable communication among
every pair of peers, i.e. no event message loss, no duplicate message, and the
sending order delivery of messages. Every pair of event messages received by us-
ing topics are causally delivered to every common target peer by using the vector
of sequence numbers.
In the TOBS and TOBSCO protocols, objects delivered to target peers are
held as replicas of the objects by the target peers. If a peer updates data of an
object, the peer distributes event messages, i.e. update event messages, to update
every replica of the object obtained by other peers. If a peer updates an object
without changing topics, the object is referred to as altered. Here, an update event
x
message for the altered object is meaningless since peers check only topics to
exchange event messages. Hence, thirdly, we propose an ETOBSCO (Efficient
TOBSCO) protocol where update event messages of objects are published only if
topics of the objects are updated to reduce the network overhead.
In the evaluation, first, we show how many numbers of event messages and
objects are prevented from being delivered to target peers in the TOBS protocol.
Next, we show every pair of event messages are causally delivered but it takes
longer to deliver event messages in the TOBSCO protocol than the TOBS proto-
col. Finally, we show the fewer number of event messages are delivered while it
takes longer to update replicas of altered objects in the ETOBSCO protocol than
the TOBSCO protocol.
Keywords: Information flow control, Access control model, RBAC (Role-Based
Access Control) model, Illegal information flow, P2P (Peer-to-Peer) model, PS
(Publish/Subscribe) model, TBAC (Topic-Based Access Control) model, Causally
ordering delivery, Meaningless update, TOBS (Topics-of-Objects-Based Synchro-
nization) protocol, TOBSCO (TOBS with Causally Ordering delivery) protocol,
ETOBSCO (Efficient TOBSCO) protocol
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Distributed systems are composed of processes on computers which are intercon-
nected in networks [1] and cooperate with one another to achieve some objectives.
Here, a process is a unit of work, which is execution state of a program on a com-
puter. An object is a unit of data resource which is an encapsulation of data and
operations for manipulating the data [2]. Distributed systems are getting scalable
like IoT (Internet of Things) which includes millions to billions of devices [3].
There are two types of distributed systems, CC (Cloud Computing) model [4] and
P2P (Peer-to-Peer) model [5, 6]. In the CC model, each computer is either a ser-
vice provider or a client. On the other hand, in the P2P model, each process is
peer, i.e. each process can play both service provider and client roles. In addition,
peer process (peer) is autonomous and there is no centralized coordinator. In this
thesis, we consider the P2P type of distributed systems because it is more flexi-
ble, scalable, and reliable [6]. In distributed systems, peer processes (peers) are
cooperating with one another by manipulating objects and exchanging messages
in networks to realize some objective.
Distributed systems are required to be secure in addition to increasing the
performance, reliability, and availability. In secure information systems [2], every
data has to be manipulated by only the users which are allowed to access the data.
For this aim, various types of methods are proposed, such as, cryptography [7, 8,
9], access control [10, 11, 12, 13], and so on. Cryptography is used to prevent
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every information from being stolen or disclosed without permission. Access
control models [10] are used to make peers secure. Here, only a peer granted
an access right on an object is allowed to manipulate the object. Even if a peer is
not allowed to read data in an object oi by the access control models [10], the peer
can read the data by reading another object oj if the data are written in the object oj
[2]. Here, illegal information flow occurs from the object oi via the object oj to the
peer. We have to prevent illegal information flow among peers and objects in the
access control models. In order to keep information systems secure by preventing
illegal information flow among objects, types of protocols are proposed [14, 15,
16, 17] based on the RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) model [11, 12, 13, 18].
On the other hand, content-based systems like PS (Publish/Subscribe) systems
[19, 20, 21, 22] are getting more important in various applications. Here, the
PS model is an event-driven model [23] of a distributed system and a process is
modeled to be a sequence of publication and receipt events of event messages.
Peers publish and receive event messages in the publication and receipt events,
respectively. Event messages published by a source peer carry objects to a target
peer. Peers receive only event messages which carry objects in which the peers
are interested. In the topic-based PS system [24, 25], objects are characterized
by topics. Each event message is also characterized by topics named publication
topics which are topics of objects carried by the event message. A peer only
receives an event message whose publication topics interest the peer. Topics in
which a peer is interested are subscription topics. Suppose an event message e
carries objects. The publication topics of the event message e may not be the
same as a collection of topics of all the objects. Here, even if a peer receives an
event message in terms of the publication topics, the peer may not be allowed to
take objects carried by the event message. We newly discuss how to prevent illegal
information flow of objects among peers caused by publishing and receiving event
messages.
In this thesis, we consider a P2PPSO (P2P (Peer-to-Peer) [6] of topic-based
PS [24] with Object concept) model. Here, each peer can play both publisher and
subscriber roles with no centralized coordinator. Peers exchange event messages
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with one another by publishing and receiving the event messages which carry
objects. By exchanging event messages, objects are brought to the target peers of
the event messages. On receipt of an event message with objects, a target peer
holds replicas of the objects. Thus, replicas of an object are distributed to peers
by exchanging event messages among peers. A peer which creates an object is
referred to as a creator peer of the object. In this thesis, we assume that only the
creator peer of an object can update data in the object. If a creator peer updates
data in an object, topics may be changed as well as the data. Furthermore, every
replica of the object in another peer is also required to be updated to keep every
replica mutually consistent with the object. For instance, if a creator peer changes
some data in an object, the data in every replica of the object is changed and then,
the topics of the data are also changed from the topic sets of both the object and
every replica of the object.
We newly propose a TBAC (Topic-Based Access Control) model to control
publication and subscription of topics [26] by peers in topic-based PS systems [19,
20, 21, 22] in this thesis. Here, only a peer granted publication and subscription
rights on a topic t is allowed to publish and subscribe an event message with the
topic t, respectively. The topic sets pi:P and pi:S are sets of publication and
subscription topics of a peer pi, respectively. An event message ei published by a
peer pi is delivered to a target peer pj if the subscription pj:S and the publication
ei:P include at least one common topic.
Suppose a peer pi publishes an event message ei including an object o whose
data are related with a topic t in the P2PPSO system. Each object o is character-
ized by a set of topics. The topics show the meanings of the object o. We also
suppose a target peer pj receives the event message ei but the subscription pj:S
does not include the topic t. Here, the data of the object o on the topic t are de-
livered to the peer pj although the peer pj is not allowed to subscribe the topic
t. An illegal object of a peer pj is an object whose topics are not allowed to be
subscribed by the peer pj . An event message ei is illegal at a target peer pj if
some objects carried by the event message ei are illegal at the target peer pj . Here,
information of the peer pi illegally flows to the peer pj , i.e. illegal objects in the
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peer pi are carried to the target peer pj by the event message ei. An event message
ei is delivered to a target peer pj if the publication ei:P and the subscription pj:S
have at least one common topic. However, even if an event message ei is delivered
to a target peer pj , the event message ei may carry illegal objects to the target peer
pj , i.e. the event message ei is illegal.
In this thesis, we newly propose a TOBS (Topics-of-Objects Based Synchro-
nization) protocol in order to prevent illegal objects from being delivered to target
peers in the P2PPSO system. In the TOBS protocol, illegal objects are not de-
livered to target peers. The topics of objects carried by an event message ei and
the subscription of a target peer pj of the event message ei have to be compared
to check whether or not the event message ei carries illegal objects to the target
peer pj . Objects carried by event messages are stored in a storage of each target
peer. Replicas of the object are required to be updated in the storage of a peer if
the creator peer of the object updates the object. We propose a mechanism in the
TOBS protocol to check if an object carried by an event message is illegal and to
make every replica of an object distributed in peers mutually consistent.
In the P2PPSO system, event messages are required to be causally delivered
to every common target peer to synchronize each object and every replica of the
object because a peer may publish an event message after receiving another event
message. Suppose an event message e2 is delivered to a target peer pi before
another event message e1 while the event message e1 causally precedes the event
message e2 (e1 !c e2) [27]. Here, the event message e2 is premature at the peer pi.
In the TOBS protocol, every event messages is assumed to be causally delivered
to every common target peer in the underlying network. Hence, secondly, we
propose a TOBSCO (TOBS with Causally Ordering delivery) protocol to causally
deliver every pair of event messages. Here, we assume the underlying network
supports reliable communication among every pair of peers, i.e. no event message
loss, no duplicate message, and the sending order delivery of event messages.
Every pair of event messages received by using topics are causally delivered to
every common target peer by using the vector of sequence numbers.
If a peer updates data of an object, the peer distributes update event messages
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to every peer which holds a replica of the object to update the replica. Even if
some data are updated in an object, any topics of the object may not be changed.
If a peer updates an object without changing topics, the object is referred to as
altered. Here, an update event message for the altered object is meaningless since
peers check only topics to exchange event messages. In the TOBS and TOBSCO
protocols, the meaningless update event messages are published. Hence, thirdly,
we propose an ETOBSCO (Efficient TOBSCO) protocol where every peer does
not publish meaningless event messages in order to reduce the network overhead.
We evaluate the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols proposed in this
thesis. First, we evaluate the TOBS protocol in terms of the numbers of illegal
event messages and objects. We show how many event messages and objects
which are not delivered to peers to prevent illegal information flow in the TOBS
protocol. Next, we evaluate the TOBSCO protocol in terms of the number of
premature event messages and delivery time of event messages. We show every
pair of event messages are causally delivered but it takes longer to deliver event
messages in the TOBSCO protocol than the TOBS protocol. Finally, we evaluate
the ETOBSCO protocol in terms of the number of event messages delivered and
update delay time of altered objects. We show the fewer number of event mes-
sages are delivered while it takes longer to update replicas of altered objects in the
ETOBSCO protocol than the TOBSCO protocol.
The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows.
In chapter 2, we overview research studies related with this thesis. Types of
traditional access control models are discussed to make information systems se-
cure. Based on the access control models, various types of approaches to prevent-
ing illegal information flow are presented. In addition, system models where the
access control models and information flow controls are used are also described.
In chapter 3, we propose the P2PPSO model of a distributed system and the
TBAC model as an access control model. We also discuss the causally ordered re-
lation among event messages by taking advantage of the traditional causality the-
ory. In the P2PPSO model, peers exchange objects. Each object is characterized
by a set of topics. What objects each peer can publish and subscribe is determined
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by the TBAC model. Only a peer granted publication and subscription rights on a
topic is allowed to publish and subscribe an event message with the topic. Event
messages published may not be received by every common target peer in the same
order because there is no centralized coordinator in the P2PPSO model. Hence,
event messages are required to be causally delivered to every common target peer.
In chapter 4, we newly define the information flow relations, objects, and event
messages based on the TBAC model. If an event message ej carries an object
o on topics, which a peer pi is not allowed to subscribe, to the peer pi, illegal
information flow occurs. Here, the object o is illegal at the peer pi. Also, the event
message ej is also illegal at the peer pi because the event message ej carries the
illegal object o.
In chapter 5, we propose the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols to
prevent illegal information flow in the P2PPSO model. In the TOBS protocol,
illegal objects are not delivered to the target peers in order to prevent illegal infor-
mation flow. Here, the underlying network is assumed to support peers with the
causally ordered delivery of event messages in addition to the reliable one-to-one
communication. On the other hand, in the TOBSCO and ETOBSCO protocols,
the underlying network is assumed to just support the reliable one-to-one com-
munication. In the TOBSCO protocol, every event message is causally delivered
on reliable one-to-one networks. If an object is altered, replicas on peers have to
be updated. In the ETOBSCO protocol, update event messages are sent to peers
holding replicas only if topics of the objects are changed to reduce the number of
event messages.
In chapter 6, we evaluate the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols pro-
posed in this thesis. In order to evaluate the protocols, we develop a time-based
simulator by using C language. About 30% of objects are illegal and not delivered
to peers in the TOBS protocol. Every pair of event messages are causally deliv-
ered but it takes longer time to deliver event messages in the TOBSCO protocol
than the TOBS protocol. Fewer number of event messages are delivered while it
takes longer to update replicas of altered objects in the ETOBSCO protocol than
the TOBSCO protocol.
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In chapter 7, we conclude this thesis and discuss the future studies. In this
thesis, the TBAC model is newly proposed for the topic-based PS model. We
newly define information flow relations based on the TBAC model. In addition,
we propose the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols to prevent illegal in-
formation flow based on the information flow relations.
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Chapter 2
Related Studies
2.1 Distributed systems
In the distributed systems [1] where multiple processes are cooperating, each pro-
cess is autonomous because there is no centralized coordinator. The two main
models of distributed systems are CC (Cloud Computing) model [4] and P2P
(Peer-to-Peer) model [6]. A CC system is composed of a cloud of servers and
clients. The cloud provides the ease to access shared resources and common in-
frastructure to offer services on demand to clients over the network. Servers in
the cloud are cooperating with one another to meet the requests sent by clients.
Here, there is no need to know specific locations of physical resources and de-
vices accessed for clients. On the other hand, a P2P system is composed of peers
which are interconnected in overlay networks. In P2P systems, multiple peers
are cooperating with one another by exchanging messages in networks. A peer
is an autonomous process which makes a decision by itself through communicat-
ing with other peers. There is no centralized coordinator and peers autonomously
leave and join the system.
Distributed systems are getting scalable like IoT (Internet of Things) [3] which
is composed of processes on not only computers like servers but also various
types and millions of devices like sensors and actuators. Subjects like users and
applications manipulate devices by issuing operations to the devices. For example,
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a subject gets data from a sensor and puts the data to an actuator to act the actuator
based on the data. Here, data flow among subjects and devices.
In distributed systems, processes exchange messages with one another. Tra-
ditional networks like TCP [28] provide processes with reliable one-to-one com-
munication. Here, messages sent by a process are delivered to another process in
a sending order with neither message loss nor duplication. In distributed systems
where more than two processes are cooperating with one another, messages are re-
quired to be causally delivered to destination processes. In paper [27], a partially
ordered relation, i.e. happened-before relation (!e) on events is defined. For each
peer pi and messagem, si[m] and ri[m] show the sending and receipt events of the
message m in the peer pi, respectively. One sending event si[m] exists for every
receipt event rj[m]. This means, a process pi sends a messagem and a process pj
receives the message m. For every pair of events e1 and e2, e1 causally precedes
e2 (e1 !e e2) iff (if and only if) one of the following conditions holds:
1. The event e1 happens before the event e2 in the peer pi.
2. For some peers pi and pj (not necessarily different), there is a message m
such that e1 = si[m] and e2 = rj[m].
3. There is an event e3 such that e1 !e e3 and e3 !e e2.
A causal relation (!c) among messages is defined based on the happened-
before relation [29]. A messagem1 causally precedes a messagem2 (m1 !c m2)
iff si[m1] !e sj[m2] holds. In Figure 2.1 (1), both sending events si[m1] and
si[m2] occur in the peer pi. According to the condition 1, the sending event si[m1]
happens before si[m2] (si[m1] !e si[m2]). Hence, m1 !c m2 holds. In Figure
2.1 (2), a process pj receives a message m1 sent by a process pi. According to
the condition 2, si[m1] !e rj[m1]. Similarly, rj[m1] !e sj[m2] and sj[m2] !e
rk[m2]. According to the condition 3, si[m1]!e sj[m2]. Hence,m1 !c m2 holds.
The messagem1 may arrive at the process pk after the messagem2 due to network
delay. The message m1 has to be delivered to the process pk before the message
m2 sincem1 !c m2. In order to causally deliver messages, types of logical clocks
like linear clock [27] and vector clock [30] are proposed.
9
Figure 2.1: Causal relation among messages.
A PS (Publish/Subscribe) model [19, 20, 22, 31] is an event-driven, content-
based model of a distributed system which is composed of processes intercon-
nected in a network of brokers. There are publisher and subscriber processes
[Figure 2.2]. A publisher process publishes an event message. An event message
is delivered to only a subscriber process which is interested in the event message.
In topic-based PS systems [24], a subscriber process specifies a subscription in
terms of topics in which the subscriber process is interested. A publisher process
publishes an event message with a publication which is also specified in terms of
topics. If a publication of an event message and a subscription of the subscriber
process have a common topic, the event message is delivered to the subscriber
process. In this thesis, we discuss a P2PPS (P2P model of topic-based PS) sys-
tem [25, 32, 33]. Here, every peer can publish and subscribe event messages and
there is no centralized coordinator. In Figure 2.2, a process pi publishes an event
message on a topic t. The event message is delivered to a subscriber pj which is
interested in the topic t. On the other hand, the event message is not delivered to
10
a subscriber pk which is not interested in the topic t.
Figure 2.2: PS model.
2.2 Access control models
In distributed systems, processes exchange messages in networks to decide by
themselves how to perform in the system because there is no centralized coordi-
nator. Here, various types of information including confidential one are exchanged
among entities of the system. Especially, it is critical to prevent illegal informa-
tion flow from occurring. Illegal information flow means that an entity can get
information even if the entity is not allowed to get the information in an access
control model.
An information system is composed of subjects and objects [2]. An object is
an encapsulation of data and operations to manipulate the data. A subject issues
an operation to an object to manipulate the data. Then, the operation is performed
on the object [2]. Users and transactions are examples of subjects. Databases and
files are examples of objects. Let S and O be sets of subjects and objects in a
system, respectively. Let OP be a set of operations on objects. Each object o
supports a pair a of basic operations read (rd) and write (wr), i.e. OP = frd,
wrg. An access rule is a tuple hs, o, opi (2 S  O  OP ) of a subject s, an object
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o, and an operation op in the BAC (Basic Access Control) model [2]. An access
rule hs, o, opi means that a subject s is allowed to manipulate an object o in an
operation op. A pair ho, opi of an object o and an operation op is an access right
(or permission). An authorizer grants an access right ho, opi to a subject s, i.e. an
access rule hs, o, opi is specified by the authorization. A subject s is allowed to
manipulate an object o in an operation op only if the subject s is granted an access
right ho, opi. Otherwise, the subject s is not allowed to manipulate the object o
in the operation op. A system is secure iff every object o is manipulated by an
authorized subject s in an authorized operation op according to an access rule hs,
o, opi.
In the RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) model [11, 12, 13] which is widely
used in information systems like relational database systems [34], a role r (O 
OP ) is a set of access rights. An authorizer grants a role r, i.e. set of access rights
to a subject swithout granting each access right to the subject s. Each person plays
a role r in a society, e.g. a president role in a company. Each role r shows what
can be done by a subject which plays the role r in a society. Let R be a collection
of roles in a system, R  2OOP . A subject s is granted a collection s:R ( R)
of roles and issues a transaction T to manipulate objects. Here, a transaction is a
sequence of operations on objects [35]. A subject s grants a transaction T a subset
T:P ( s:R) of the roles s:R. A subset T:P of the roles is referred to as purpose
[36, 37] of the transaction T . A transaction T is allowed to issue an operation op
to an object o only if an access right ho, opi is in the purpose T:P .
2.3 Information flow
Illegal information flow to occur in the access control models are discussed as
confinement problem [2]. Suppose a subject si is granted a pair of a read access
right hf , rdi on a file object f and a write access right hg, wri on another file
object g. Here, rd and wr show read and write operations, respectively, OP =
frd, wrg. Suppose another subject sj is granted an access right hg, rdi. Here,
suppose the subject si reads data d in the file f and then writes the data d to the
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file g. The subject sj is not allowed to read data in the file f . However, the subject
sj can obtain the data d in the file f by reading the data d stored in the file g. That
is, information in the file f illegally flows into the subject sj via the subject si and
the file g.
In order to prevent illegal information flow, the LBAC (Lattice-Based Access
Control) model [38] is proposed. Here, every entity e, i.e. subject or object be-
longs to a security class sc in a system. Let SC be a set of security classes. A
legal information flow relation (sc1 ! sc2) from a security class sc1 to a security
class sc2 (!  SC  SC) is defined by an administrator. The information flow
relation sc1 ! sc2 means that information of an entity of a security class sc1 is
allowed to flow into an entity of a security class sc2. Based on the information
flow relation (!), access rules are defined. Suppose a subject s and an object o
belong to security classes sc1 and sc2, respectively. The subject s is allowed to
read data in the object o if sc2 ! sc1. The subject s is allowed to write data to the
object o if sc1 ! sc2. The subject s is allowed to modify the object o if sc1 ! sc2
and sc2 ! sc1.
In papers [36, 37, 39], the RBL (Role-Based Locking) protocol and scheduler
of transactions are discussed to prevent illegal information flow to occur by per-
forming transactions in the RBAC model [11, 12, 13]. Here, a role which includes
more number of write access rights is more important. A transaction granted more
important roles manipulates an object before another transaction.
In papers [14, 37], the illegal information flow relation from a role ri to a role
rj (ri 7! rj) is defined. Let In(ri) and Out(ri) ( O) be sets of objects whose
data are allowed to be read and written by a subject granted a role ri, respectively,
i.e. In(ri)= fo j ho, rdi 2 rig andOut(ri)= fo j ho, wri 2 rig. A role ri illegally
flows to a role rj (ri 7! rj) iff Out(ri) \ In(rj) 6=  but In(ri) 6 In(rj). Here,
suppose a transaction T1 with the role ri reads data in an object o1 and writes data
to an object o2. Here, some data x in the object o1 may be brought to the object o2.
Then, suppose another transaction T2 with the role rj reads data in the object o2. If
the role rj includes a read access right ho1, rdi, no illegal information flow occurs
because the transaction T2 is allowed to read data in the object o1. However, if
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ho1, rdi 62 rj , the transaction T2 may illegally get the data x from the object o2 as
shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Legal and illegal information flow among objects.
A transaction illegally reads data in an object iff the transaction reads data in
the object which includes data in another object which is not allowed to be read
[14]. Allowable information relation flow from an object o1 to an object o2 is
also a priori defined by an administrator. A transaction suspiciously reads data in
an object iff the transaction reads data in the object whose data is not allowed to
be brought to other objects [15]. A transaction illegally writes data to an object
iff the transaction writes data to the object after illegally reading data in another
object [Figure 2.4] [15]. A transaction impossibly writes data to an object iff
the transaction writes data to the object after suspiciously reading data in another
object [Figure 2.5] [15].
TheWA (Write-Abortion) [15], RWA (Read-Write-Abortion) [16], and FRWA
(Flexible Read-Write-Abortion) [17] protocols are proposed to prevent illegal in-
formation flow. For each object oi and each transaction Tt, a pair of variables
oi:R and Tt:R are manipulated. The variables oi:R and Tt:R denote roles in the
role set R. Initially, the variable oi:R is empty and Tt:R is a purpose Tt:P of the
14
Figure 2.4: Illegal read and write operations.
Figure 2.5: Suspicious read and impossible write operations.
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transaction Tt. Each time a transaction Tt writes data to an object oi, roles in the
variable Tt:R are added to the variable oi:R, i.e. oi:R = oi:R [ Tt:R. If a trans-
action Tt reads data in an object oi, Tt:R = Tt:R [ oi:R. Here, if some role r1 in
oi:R illegally flows to a role r2 in Tt:R (r1 7! r2), the read operation is illegal. In
the WA protocol, a transaction aborts once issuing an illegal or impossible write
operation to an object. Even if a transaction illegally reads data in an object, the
transaction can commit if the transaction does not issue a write operation. Read
operations performed after an illegal read operation before a write operation are
meaningless. Because the transaction aborts once issuing the write operation and
the read operations performed are rolled back. In the RWA protocol, a transaction
aborts once issuing an illegal read operation or impossible write operation. Read
operations are lost, which can be performed but are not performed after an illegal
read operation is issued to an object. In the FRWA protocol, a transaction aborts if
the transaction issues an illegal or impossible write operation to an object as well
as the WA protocol. Furthermore, the transaction aborts with some probability ap
once issuing an illegal read operation. If ap = 1 and ap = 0, the FRWA protocol
is the same as the RWA protocol and the WA protocol, respectively.
The concepts of sensitivity of an object and safety of a role in the FRWA-O
[40] and FRWA-RS [41] protocols are discussed. In the FRWA-O protocol, the
abortion probability ap of a transaction Tt issuing an illegal read operation to an
object oi depends on the sensitivity of the object oi. Here, the sensitivity of an
object oi just monotonically increases each time a transaction aborts by issuing an
illegal read operation to the object even if the transaction commits. On the other
hand, in the FRWA-RS protocol, the role safety of a role ri increases and decreases
each time a transaction Tt holding the role ri commits and aborts, respectively, in
order to reduce the number of transactions to abort. The abortion probability of
each transaction Tt is decided by the role safety of roles in the variable Tt:R.
The SBS (Subscription-Based Synchronization) [26], TBS (Topic-Based Syn-
chronization) [42], and FS-H (Flexible Synchronization for Hidden topics) [43]
protocols are proposed to prevent illegal information flow caused by exchanging
event messages carrying hidden topics in the P2PPS systems. If a peer pi pub-
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lishes an event message, the topics in the subscription pi:S of the peer pi but not
in the subscription pj:S of the target peer pj are referred to as hidden topics for
the peer pj . In the SBS protocol, the delivery of an event message which may
cause illegal information flow is prohibited. It is checked whether or not an event
message causes illegal information flow in terms of subscription and publication
access rights granted to each peer. This means, the topics in the subscription pi:S
of a peer pi indicates that data on the topics are obtained by the peer pi. Here,
even if the peer pi neither subscribes some of the topics in the subscription pi:S
nor obtains the data on the topics in reality, the data are considered as obtained
by the peer pi. Therefore, the data which the peer pi does not obtain are consid-
ered as transferred to target peers by an event message published by the peer pi.
Hence, even the delivery of some legal event messages which indicate the topics
of the data which are not carried by the event messages in reality is unnecessar-
ily prohibited. On the other hand, in the TBS protocol, it is checked whether or
not an event message causes illegal information flow in terms of topics which are
really manipulated by each peer. Hence, a fewer number of event messages are
prohibited than the SBS protocol because only and every illegal event messages
are prohibited differently from the SBS protocol. In the FS-H protocol, even if an
event message carries hidden topics which are strongly related with some topics
subscribed by a target peer, the event message is delivered to the target peer and
the hidden topics are added to the subscription of the target peer. The number
of event messages prohibited is more reduced by using the learning mechanism
compared with the SBS and TBS protocols.
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Chapter 3
System Models
3.1 P2PPSO (P2P (Peer-to-Peer) model of a topic-
based PS (Publish/Subscribe) with Object con-
cept) model
A PS (Publish/Subscribe) model is a model of a content-based system [44, 45].
In traditional PS systems, each process is either a publisher or a subscriber [19,
20, 22, 31]. Event messages published by publishers are first sent to a broker net-
work. Then, the broker network delivers event messages published by publishers
to subscribers [Figure 3.1]. Here, event messages are delivered to subscribers in
the receipt order of the broker network.
Figure 3.1: Centralized PS system.
On the other hand, in a P2PPS (P2P (Peer-to-Peer) model of a topic-based PS)
system [32, 33], each process is peer, i.e. can play both publisher and subscriber
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roles. A P2PPS system is composed of peer processes (peers) p1, : : :, ppn (pn 
1). Let P be a set fp1, : : :, ppng of all the peers in a system. Furthermore, there
is no centralized coordinator like brokers. A peer pi publishes an event message
e. Then, a peer pj receives the event message e only if the peer pj is interested in
the contents of the event message e. Here, the peer pj is a target peer of the event
message e.
Figure 3.2: P2PPS system.
Event messages published by a peer are delivered to every target peer in the
publishing order. However, a pair of event messages ei and ej published by differ-
ent peers pi and pj may be delivered to different target peers in different orders. In
papers [32, 33], the authors propose how to causally [27] deliver event messages
related with topics to target peers by using the topic vector and physical time.
In the P2PPS system, event messages in which each peer is interested are
characterized by topics [24]. Let T be a set ft1, : : :, ttng (tn  1) of all topics in a
system. A peer pi specifies the publication e:P for an event message e in a subset
of the topic set T (e:P  T ). Each peer pi then publishes an event message e with
the publication e:P . Each peer pi also specifies the subscription pi:S in a subset
of the topic set T (pi:S  T ). An event message e is delivered to a target peer pi if
the publication e:P and the subscription pi:S include at least one common topic,
i.e. e:P \ pi:S 6= . Here, the peer pi is a target peer of the event message e. A
peer which publishes an event message e is a source peer of the event message
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e. Only an event message e which includes interesting information, i.e. whose
publication e:P includes a topic subscribed by the peer pi, i.e. the topic is in pi:S
is delivered to a each peer pi.
In this thesis, we consider P2PPSO (P2PPS with Object concept) model where
the contents of an event message are composed of objects. A peer pi includes
objects in an event message e and then publishes the event message e. An object
is an unit of data resource. Let e:O be a set of objects carried by an event message
e. If the event message e is delivered to another peer pj , the objects carried by
the event message e are stored as replicas of the objects in the storage pj:D of
the peer pj . Let oi be an object created by a peer pi. Let o
j
i show a replica of an
object oi which is held by a peer pj , i.e. o
j
i 2 pj:D. Here, oii stands for an object
oi. Thus, replicas of objects are distributed to peers by publishing and receiving
event messages. We have to discuss whether or not a peer can deliver objects in
addition to receiving each event message. A set oji :T indicates topics of a replica
oji . Here, e:T shows a set of topics of objects which an event message e carries,
i.e. e:T = [o2e:O o:T . If an event message ei from a peer pi is delivered to a peer
pj , a replica oik of each object ok in the set ei:O is stored in the storage pj:D. Here,
ojk:T = o
i
k:T . The peer pj is a holder peer of a replica o
j
k. The notations used in
this thesis are summarized as follows:
 T = set ft1, : : :, ttng of topics in a system.
 pi:P = topics which a peer pi is allowed to publish ( T ).
 pi:S = topics which a peer pi is allowed to subscribe ( T ).
 pi:D = objects obtained by a peer pi ( O).
 e:P = topics which characterize an event message e ( T ).
 O = set of objects in a system.
 oi = an object created by a peer pi ( O).
 oii = an object oi ( O).
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 oji = an object whose creator is a peer pi, obtained by a peer pj , i.e. replica
of an object oii ( pj:D, O).
 oji :T = topics of an object oji ( T ).
 e:O = objects carried by an event message e ( O).
 e:T = topics of objects carried by an event message e, i.e. e:T = [o2e:O o:T
( T ).
Each object oi is created by a peer pi. Here, the peer pi is a creator peer of
the object oi. We assume only a creator peer pi of each object oi can update the
object oi in this thesis. A holder peer pj of a replica o
j
i cannot update the replica
oji . There are two cases. In one case, only the state of the object oi is updated
but the topics oi:T are not changed. In another case, both the state and topics of
the object oi are changed. A replica o
j
i is strictly consistent with an object oi iff
oji = oi and o
j
i :T = oi:T . In order to keep a replica o
j
i strictly consistent with an
object oi, once the object oi is updated, both the state o
j
i and topics o
j
i :T have to
be updated. In the topic-based PS systems, only topics are manipulated to publish
and receive event messages. It is significant to know whether or not the topics of
each replica oji are the same as the object oi. A replica o
j
i is weakly consistent
with an object oi iff o
j
i :T = oi:T . Even if the state of a replica o
j
i is not the same
as an object oi, i.e. o
j
i 6= oi the replica oji can be considered to be consistent with
the object oi in the topic-based systems only if o
j
i is weakly consistent with oi, i.e.
oji :T = oi:T .
3.2 TBAC (Topic-Based Access Control) model
It is significant how to control publication and subscription rights in the PS model.
However, access control models on the PS model are so far not discussed. In this
thesis, we newly propose a TBAC (Topic-Based Access Control) model [26] to
make clear authorized access in the P2PPSO system. Let OP be a set of oper-
ations, i.e. OP = fpublish (pb), subscribe (sb)g. Let T and P be sets of topics
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and peers, respectively, in a PS system S. A TBAC access rule hpi, t, opi (2 P 
T  OP ) means that a peer pi is allowed to manipulate a topic t in an operation
op. Here, an operation op is a publish (pb) or subscribe (sb) operation, i.e. op 2
OP . Let A be a set of access rules in a system. A pair ht, opi of a topic t and an
operation op shows an access right in the TBAC model. In this thesis, we assume
a centralized authorizer grants a peer pi an access right ht, opi (2 T  OP ) where
t is a topic (t 2 T ) and op is an operation (op 2 OP ). A peer pi is allowed to
perform an operation op on a topic t only if hpi, t, opi 2 A, i.e. an access right ht,
opi is granted to the peer pi.
A peer pi is allowed to publish an event message e with publication e:P (
T ) only if the peer pi is granted an access right ht, pbi for every topic t in the
publication e:P . The publication pi:P ( T ) of a peer pi is a subset ft j hpi, t, pbi
2 A, i.e. an access right ht, pbi is granted to the peer pig of topics on which the
peer pi is allowed to publish an event message.
A peer pi is allowed to subscribe a topic t only if an access right ht, sbi is
granted to the peer pi. The subscription pi:S ( T ) of a peer pi is a subset of
topics on which a peer pi is allowed to receive event messages, i.e. ft j ht, sbi is
granted to pi, i.e. hpi, t, sbi 2 A g.
Suppose a peer pi publishes an event message e with a publication e:P (
pi:P ). Here, the peer pi is allowed to publish an event message e only if the pub-
lication e:P is a subset of the publication pi:P , i.e. e:P  pi:P . The subscription
pj:S of a peer pj shows topics in which the peer pj is interested. That is, an event
message e is delivered to a peer pj if e:P \ pj:S 6= . A peer pj is a target peer of
an event message e iff e:P \ pj:S 6= , i.e. the subscription pj:S of a peer pj has
a common topic with the publication e:P of an event message e. Here, an event
message e is only delivered to a target peer pj in a system.
3.3 Causally ordered relation of event messages
In the P2PPSO system where there is no centralized coordinator, event messages
may not be received by every common target peer in the same order. For in-
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stance, a target peer pi receives an event messages e1 before an event message e2
while another target peer pj receives the event message e1 after the event mes-
sage e2, respectively. According to the causality theory [27], an event message e1
causally precedes another event message e2 (e1 !c e2) iff the publication event of
e1 happens before e2. Hence, if the event message e1 is published before the event
message e2 (e1 !c e2), the event message e1 has to be delivered before the event
message e2 in the peer pj even if the peer pj receives the event message e1 after
the event message e2. If the event message e2 is delivered to the peer pj before the
event message e1, the event messages e1 and e2 are delivered to the peer pj out of
publication order.
Definition 1. A peer pi correctly receives an event message ej iff (if and only if)
pi receives ej and pi knows every target peer receives ej .
Definition 2. An event message ej is matured at a destination peer pi iff pi cor-
rectly receives ej and every event message received by pi which causally precedes
ej is delivered to pi.
Definition 3. An event message ej is premature at a peer pi iff ej is delivered to
pi although ej is not matured.
In Figure 3.3 (1), a pair of peers pj and pk publishes event messages after
receipt of an event message ej . After a peer pi receives both event messages
published by the peers pj and pk, the peer pi knows the peers pj and pk already
receive the event message ej . Hence, the peer pi correctly receives the event
message ej . In Figure 3.3 (2), an event message ek such that ek causally precedes
ej (ek !c ej) is delivered to the peer pi before the peer pi correctly receives the
event message ej . Hence, the event message ej is matured. In Figure 3.3 (3),
the event message ej is delivered to the peer pi before the the event message ek
although ek !c ej holds. Hence, the event message ej is premature.
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Figure 3.3: Causally precedent relation of event messages.
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Chapter 4
Information Flow
4.1 Information flow relations
In the P2PPSO system, event messages carry objects to target peers. In order
to check if each peer can take objects carried by event messages, the peer has
to keep in record the objects and compare the objects with objects kept in the
peer. However, it is not easy for each peer to hold every object carried by event
messages. Each object oji is characterized in terms of topics and has a variable
oji :T which denotes topics. Topics in the variable o
j
i :T indicate what data the
object oji includes. Each event message ej has a variable ej:T . The variable ej:T
shows what data every object oji in the event message ej includes. A set pi:S of
topics of the peer pi indicates topics which the peer pi is allowed to subscribe.
In this section, we define information flow relations on objects and topics
based on the TBAC model. First, an information flow relation (!) on event mes-
sages and peers is defined as follows:
Definition 4. Let ei be an event message published by a peer pi. The event mes-
sage ei flows to a peer pj (ei ! pj) iff ei:O 6=  and ei:P \ pj:S 6= .
If an event message ei flows to a peer pj (ei ! pj), the event message ei published
by the peer pi can be delivered to the peer pj . Here, some information obtained
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by the peer pi flows into the peer pj . Otherwise, no information from the peer pi
flows into the peer pj because the event message ei is not delivered to the peer pj .
Next, a legal information flow relation ()) on event messages and peers is
defined as follows:
Definition 5. Let ei be an event message published by a peer pi. The event mes-
sage ei legally flows to a peer pj (ei ) pj) iff ei ! pj and ei:T  pj:S.
The condition ei:T  pj:S shows that every topic in the variable ei:T is also
in the subscription pj:S. This means, the event message ei carries no data on
topics which the target peer pj is not allowed to subscribe. Hence, no information
illegally flows into the peer pj by delivering the event message ei.
Finally, an illegal information flow relation ( 7!) on event messages and peers
is defined as follows:
Definition 6. Let ei be an event message published by a peer pi. The event mes-
sage ei illegally flows to a peer pj (ei 7! pj) iff ei ! pj and ei:T 6 pj:S.
The condition ei:T 6 pj:S means that the event message ei carries objects on
topics, which the target peer pj is not allowed to subscribe into the target peer pj .
4.2 Objects
An event message carries objects in a source peer pi to a target peer pj . The target
peer pj has to decide if the objects can be delivered to the peer pj . We define legal
and illegal objects in terms of the topics. First, a legal object oi for the target peer
pj (oi
o) pj) is defined as follows:
Definition 7. Let oi be an object carried by an event message ei published by a
peer pi [Figure 4.1]. Here, the object oi is legal at a target peer pj of the event
message ei (oi
o) pj) iff oi 2 ei:O, ei ! pj , and oi:T  pj:S.
Next, an illegal object oi for the target peer pj (oi
o7! pj) is defined as follows:
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Definition 8. Let oi be an object carried by an event message ei published by a
peer pi [Figure 4.1]. Here, the object oi is illegal at a target peer pj of the event
message ei (oi
o7! pj) iff oi 2 ei:O, ei ! pj , and oi:T 6 pj:S.
Figure 4.1: Object replication.
4.3 Event messages
Then, we define legal and illegal event messages in terms of the objects carried by
the event messages. An legal event message ei for the target peer pj is defined as
follows:
Definition 9. Let ei be an event message published by a peer pi and pj be a target
peer of the event message ei. The event message ei is legal at the target peer pj iff
the event message ei carries no illegal object to the peer pj .
Next, an illegal event message ei for the target peer pj is defined as follows:
Definition 10. An event message ei is illegal at a target peer pj iff the event
message ei is not legal at the peer pj .
Example 1. Suppose there are three peers pi, pj , and pk and three topics x, y, and
z in a system, i.e. P = fpi, pj , pkg and T = fx, y, zg as shown in Figure 4.2. We
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also suppose pi:S = pi:P = fx, yg, pj:S = pj:P = fx, y, zg, and pk:S = pk:P =
fy, zg.
First, a pair of peers pi and pj create objects oii and o
j
j and then store the objects
oii and o
j
j in their storage pi:D and pj:D, respectively. The objects o
i
i and o
j
j include
data on a pair of topics x and y and a pair of topics y and z, respectively, i.e. oii:T
= fx, yg and ojj:T = fy, zg.
Next, the peer pi publishes an event message ei where ei:P = fxg, ei:O =
foiig, and ei:T = oii:T = fx, yg. Since ei:O = foiig 6=  and ei:P \ pj:S = fxg
6=  (ei ! pj), the event message ei is delivered to the peer pj . In addition, since
ei:T  pj:S (ei ) pj), the peer pj is allowed to subscribe every topic carried by
the event message ei. Here, the object oii is legal at the peer pj (o
i
i
o) pj). Since
ei:O = foiig, the event message ei is legal at the peer pj . Hence, no information
illegally flows to the peer pj from the peer pi. The peer pj stores the object oii in
its storage pj:D. Here, pj:D = foji , ojjg.
Next, the peer pj includes a pair of objects o
j
i and o
j
j into an event message
ej and publishes the event message ej where ej:P = fzg, ej:O = foji , ojjg, and
ej:T = o
j
i :T (= fx, yg) [ ojj:T (= fy, zg) = fx, y, zg. Since ej ! pk, the event
message ej is delivered to the peer pk. However, the peer pk is not granted the
subscription right hx, sbi, i.e. ej:T 6 pk:S. Hence, ej 7! pk. The pair of objects
oji and o
j
j are illegal and legal at the peer pk, respectively (o
j
i
o7! pk, ojj o) pk). The
event message ej is illegal at the peer pk because the event message ej carries the
illegal object oji . This means, data on the topic x which the peer pk is not allowed
to subscribe can be delivered to the peer pk via the peer pj . Here, information
illegally flows to the peer pk from the peer pj .
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Figure 4.2: Information flow among peers.
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Chapter 5
Protocols for Information Flow
Control
5.1 Protocol stack
In this chapter, we discuss how to prevent illegal information flow from occurring
in the P2PPSO systems. The illegal information flow relation ( 7!) on peers and
objects is defined based on the TBAC model in section 4.1. Information illegally
flows to a target peer if an event message carries at least one illegal object into the
target peer, i.e. the event message is illegal at the target peer.
In order to prevent illegal information flow, we propose a TOBS (Topics-of-
Objects Based Synchronization) [46], TOBSCO (TOBS with Causally Ordering
delivery) [47], and ETOBSCO (Efficient TOBSCO) [48] protocols in this thesis.
The protocols are realized by taking advantage of underlying services. Figure 5.1
shows the protocol stack of the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols. The
protocol stack is composed of the following protocols:
 Network: The underlying network provides peers with the reliable one-to-
one communication like TCP [28]. Here, a pair of event messages published
by a common peer are delivered in sending order without message loss and
duplication.
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Figure 5.1: Protocol stack.
 CO (Causally Ordering): The causally ordered delivery of event messages
[27] is provided on the underlying network service. Here, even if a pair of
event messages e1 and e2 such that e1 causally precedes e2 (e1 !c e2) are
published by different peers, the event message e1 is delivered before the
other event message e2 to every common target peers.
 AC (Alteration Check): After a peer updates an object, it is checked whether
or not the topics of the object are also updated. Here, if the topics are not
updated, the object is referred to as altered. Only if the topics of the object
are not changed, i.e. the object is altered the peer avoids publishing an
update event message to reduce the network overhead.
In the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols, only objects which inter-
est the peer and are legal can be delivered. In the TOBS protocol, it is assumed
the causal delivery service is supported by the underlying system. On the other
hand, in the TOBSCO protocol, a function to causally deliver event messages is
implemented. In the ETOBSCO protocol, the alteration check function is imple-
mented in addition to the causal delivery function. If a peer updates only the state
of an object, i.e. the peer alters the object the peer avoids publishing update event
messages for the altered object. Hence, the network overhead is reduced since the
number of update event messages published is reduced.
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5.2 TOBS (Topics-of-Objects Based Synchronization)
protocol
In this section, we propose a TOBS (Topics-of-Objects Based Synchronization)
protocol [46] to prevent illegal information flow in the P2PPSO system based on
the illegal information flow relation. In the P2PPSO system, a peer pi is granted
topics in its publication pi:P and subscription pi:S. A peer pi is allowed to publish
and subscribe a topic t in the publication pi:P and subscription pi:S, respectively.
e:T shows a set of topics carried by the event message e. Here, e:T is composed
of topics of the objects included in the event message e. In the TOBS protocol,
on receipt of an event message ei, the target peer pj checks the condition ei:T 
pj:S to detect the event message ei includes illegal objects. If the event message
ei carries illegal objects to a target peer pj , the objects are not delivered to the
target peer pj while legal objects are delivered to the target peer pj . Here, objects
obtained by each peer through receiving event messages are synchronized so that
no illegal object is delivered to target peers. If a peer pi updates data in an object
oii, the peer pi publishes an update event message uei to make mutually consistent
every replica oji of the object o
i
i obtained by each peer pj . In this thesis, we assume
only the creator peer pi of the object oii can update the data in the object oi. If an
object oii is updated by a creator peer pi, every replica o
j
i of the object o
i
i is also
updated.
Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 show how each peer behaves in the TOBS protocol. A
peer pi publishes an event message ei as shown in Algorithm 1. An event message
ej from a peer pj is delivered to a target peer pi as shown in Algorithm 2. A peer
pi updates an object oii in its storage pi:D as shown in Algorithm 3.
In the P2PPSO system, if a peer pi updates data in an object oii, every replica
oji of the object o
i
i obtained by every other peer pj (i 6= j), is synchronized to be
consistent with the object oii. In the TOBS protocol, every replica o
j
i of the object
oii is updated through exchanging event messages among peers.
Example 2. Suppose there are three peers pi, pj , and pk as shown in Figure 5.2.
We also suppose the peers pi, pj , and pk have publications and subscriptions as
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Algorithm 1: Publication of a peer pi
ei:O = set of objects or replicas included in the event message ei from the
storage pi:D, i.e. ei:O  pi:D;
ei:T = ft j t 2 oi:T and oi 2 ei:Og;
ei:P = publication topics of ei, i.e. ei:P  pi:P ;
pi publishes the event message ei;
pi:P = pi:S = fy, zg, pj:P = pj:S = fx, y, zg, and pk:P = pk:S = fx, yg,
respectively.
First, a pair of peers pj and pk create objects o
j
j and o
k
k where o
j
j:T = fy, zg and
okk:T = fxg. The peers pj and pk store the objects ojj and okk in their storages pj:D
and pk:D, respectively. Next, the peer pk publishes an event message ek where
ek:O = fokkg, ek:T = okk:T = fxg, and ek:P = fxg. Here, the event message ek
flows to the peer pj (ek ! pj). In addition, since the condition ek:T  pj:S is
satisfied, the event message ek legally flows to the peer pj (ek ) pj). Therefore,
the event message ek is delivered to the peer pj and the replica of the object okk is
stored in the storage pj:D of the peer pj . Here, pj:D = fojj , ojkg.
Next, suppose the peer pk updates data in the object okk. The data of the object
okk on the topic x are changed with the data on a pair of the topics x and y. Here,
the variable okk:T is changed with the topics fx, yg. The peer pk publishes an
update event message uek to make another peer pm synchronize the replica omk
with the object okk. Here, the publication uek:P is same as the variable o
k
k:T of
the unupdated object okk, i.e. uek:P = fxg. Since the update event message uek
legally flows to the peer pj (uek ) pj), the replica ojk in the storage pj:D of the
peer pj is updated. Hence, o
j
k:T (= fxg) is changed with topics fx, yg.
Then, the peer pj publishes an event message ej where ej:O = fojj , ojkg, ej:T
= ojj:T [ ojk:T = fx, y, zg, and ej:P = fzg. Here, the event message ej flows to
the peer pi (ej ! pi). However, the peer pi is not allowed to subscribe the topic
x in the variable ej:T , i.e. the event message ej illegally flows to the peer pi (ej
7! pi). Here, the replica ojk is illegal at the target peer pi because ojk:T 6 pi:S and
the replica ojk is not delivered to the peer pi. On the other hand, the object o
j
j is
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Algorithm 2: Delivery of an event message ej to a peer pi
if ej ) pi then
if ej is an update event message uej then
oij = o
j
j;
oij:T = o
j
j:T ;
else
if ojk 2 ej:O (k 6= i) then
if oik 2 pi:D then
oik = o
j
k;
oik:T = o
j
k:T ;
else
add replica ojk to pi:D;
else
if ej is an update event message uej then
if ojj
o) pi then
oij = o
j
j;
oij:T = o
j
j:T ;
else
delete every replica oij from pi:D;
else
if ojk
o) pi (k 6= i) then
if ojk 2 ej:O then
if oik 2 pi:D then
oik = o
j
k;
oik:T = o
j
k:T ;
else
add replica ojk to pi:D;
else
delete every replica oik from pi:D;
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Algorithm 3: Update of an object oii
pi makes an update event message uei where uei:O = foii j oii is being
updated by pig, uei:T = ft j t 2 oii:T and oii 2 uei:Og, and uei:P = uei:T ;
pi updates data in an object oii where oii:T  pi:S;
uei:O = foii j oii is an updated objectg;
uei:T = ft j t 2 oii:T and oii 2 uei:Og;
pi publishes an update event message uei;
delivered to the peer pi because o
j
j:T  pi:S, i.e. the object ojj is legal.
Figure 5.2: TOBS protocol.
In the SBS [26], TBS [42], and FS-H [43] protocols which we have so far
proposed, every data exchanged among peers is not regarded as a collection of
objects. Data obtained by each peer are denoted by topics. Even if a peer removes
data after getting the data, the topics of the data are not deleted. This means, the
number of topics carried into every peer monotonically increases. Here, even if
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data related with the topics which a target peer can subscribe are carried into the
target peer, the data might be prohibited to be delivered to the peer because data
carried into the peer are denoted by the topics which a source peer already obtains.
Hence, some legal information flow is referred to as illegal.
5.3 TOBSCO (TOBS with Causally Ordering deliv-
ery) protocol
In the TOBS protocol, every event message is assumed to be causally delivered to
every common target peer in the underlying networks. Hence, as soon as an event
message arrives at a peer, the event message is delivered to the peer. Suppose a
peer pi receives an event message e1 before another event message e2. We also
suppose another peer pj receives the event messages e2 before the event message
e1. Here, even if the event message e1 causally precedes the other event message
e2 (e1 !c e2), the event message e2 is delivered before the event message e1 to the
peer pj . In addition, although the peers pi and pj receive common event messages
e1 and e2, the event messages e1 and e2 are delivered to the peers in different
orders.
In this section, we propose a TOBSCO (TOBS with Causally Ordering de-
livery) protocol [47] to causally deliver every event message. Here, we assume
the underlying network provides every pair of peers with reliable communication
service, i.e. every peer receives event messages in the sending order with neither
message loss nor duplication. However, event messages published by different
peers may be received by different target peers in different orders. Hence, ev-
ery pair of event messages have to be causally delivered to every common target
peer. In the paper [49], the CO (Causally Ordering broadcast) protocol is pro-
posed where the vectors of sequence numbers of messages are used. We also as-
sume each event message is broadcast to every peer. Then, only an event message
whose publication includes some subscription topic is delivered to a peer. In this
thesis, ei:SEQ denotes the sequence number of an event message ei published by
a peer pi. If a peer pi publishes an event message e2 just after the event message
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e1, e2:SEQ= e1:SEQ+ 1. Let ei:ACKj be a sequence number of an event mes-
sage ei which the peer pi expects to receive next from a peer pj (j = 1, : : :, pn).
Each peer pi also obtains a sequence number pi:SEQ which the peer pi expects
to publish next. pi:SEQ is initially 0. Let pi:REQj be a sequence number of an
event message which the peer pi expects to receive next from a peer pj (j = 1,
: : :, pn). A peer pi manipulates a pn  pn matrix pi:AL. Each element pi:ALk;j
shows a sequence number of an event message which the peer pi knows that a
peer pj expects to receive next from a peer pk (j, k = 1, : : :, pn). min(pi:ALk) is
a minimum one of pi:ALk;1, : : :, pi:ALk;pn. Each element pi:ALk;j is initially 1.
The sequence numbers are manipulated by each peer pi as shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4:Manipulation of sequence numbers
/*A peer pi publishes an event message ei*/
ei:SEQ = pi:SEQ;
pi:SEQ = pi:SEQ + 1;
ei:ACKj = pi:REQj (j = 1, : : :, pn);
/*pi receives an event message ej from a peer pj*/
pi:REQj = ej:SEQ + 1;
pi:ALk;j = ej:ACKk (k = 1, : : :, pn);
In order to guarantee that event messages published by a peer pj are delivered
to a peer pi in the publication order of the peer pj , only an event message ej which
holds the condition “ej:SEQ = pi:REQj” is delivered to the peer pi. Every event
message arriving at the peer pi in the underlying network is kept in the buffer
RBFi of the peer pi. Here, it is guaranteed that every pair of event messages
published by each peer are stored in the buffer RBFi in the publishing order.
Then, it is checked whether or not the event message ej satisfies the condition
“ej:SEQ < min(pi:ALj) (= minfpi:ALj;1; : : : ; pi:ALj;png)”. If the condition
holds, the peer pi correctly receives the event message ej . After that, only the
event message ej whose publication ej:P includes some common topic with the
subscription pi:S is moved to a second buffer SBFi of the peer pi. Every event
message in the second buffer SBFi is reordered in the causally precedent order.
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The peer pi dequeues a top event message e from the second buffer SBFi and the
event message e is delivered to the peer pi in the causally precedent order. Figure
5.3 shows how to deliver event messages to a peer.
Figure 5.3: Delivery of event messages in the TOBSCO protocol.
Example 3. Suppose there are three peers p1, p2, and p3 as shown in Figure 5.4.
We also suppose the peers p1, p2, and p3 have publications and subscriptions as
p1:P = p1:S = fw, xg, p2:P = p2:S = fw, x, y, zg, and p3:P = p3:S = fw, x,
yg, respectively.
First, the peers p1, p2, and p3 create objects o11, o
2
2, and o
3
3 where o
1
1:T = fwg,
o22:T = fx, yg and o33:T = fyg and store them in their storages p1:D, p2:D, and
p3:D, respectively. Next, the peer p1 publishes an event message e1 where e1:O
= fo11g, e1:T = o11:T = fwg, and e1:P = fwg. Then, the peer p1 updates data
in the object o11 and the topic set o
1
1:T (= fwg) is changed with fxg. The peer
p1 publishes an update event message ue1 to make another peer pi synchronize
the replica oi1 with the object o
1
1. Here, the publication ue1:P is same as the
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variable o11:T of the unupdated object o
1
1, i.e. ue1:P = fwg. After that, the peer
p2 publishes an event message e2 where e2:O = fo22g, e2:T = o22:T = fx, yg, and
e2:P = fx, yg. Next, the peer p2 updates data in the object o22 and the topic set
o22:T (= fx, yg) is changed with fw, xg. The peer p2 publishes an update event
message ue2 to make another peer pi synchronize the replica oi2 with the object
o22. Then, the peer p3 publishes an event message e3 where e3:O = fo33g, e3:T =
o33:T = fyg, and e3:P = fyg. Finally, the peer p1 publishes an event message e4
where e4:O = fo11g, e1:T = o11:T = fxg, and e1:P = fxg.
The variableREQ of each peer pi is updated as shown in Figure 5.5. Table 5.1
shows the parameters of each event message. The peer p3 receives event messages
e1, e2, ue1, and ue2, until the peer p3 receives the event message e3. After the peer
p3 receives the event message e3, the peer p3 obtains the following matrix p3:AL:
p3:AL =
264 2 3 31 2 3
1 1 1
375 (5.1)
Here, min(p3:AL1) is minfp3:AL1;1; pk:AL1;2; pk:AL1;3g = 2. The condition
“e1:SEQ (= 1) < min(p3:AL1)” holds. Hence, only the event message e1 is
moved to the second buffer SBF3 of the peer p3 and then the event message e1 is
delivered to the peer p3.
After the peer p3 receives the event message e4, the peer p3 obtains the follow-
ing matrix p3:AL:
p3:AL =
264 3 3 33 2 3
2 1 1
375 (5.2)
The conditions “e2:SEQ (= 1) < min(p3:AL2) (= 2)” and “ue1:SEQ (= 2)
< min(p3:AL1) (= 3)” hold and the event messages e2 and ue1 are moved to
the second buffer SBF3 of the peer p3. Here, the peer p3 recognizes ue1 !c e2
because ue1:SEQ (= 2) < e2:ACK1 (= 3). Hence, ue1 is delivered to the peer
p3 before e2 differently from the TOBS protocol although the peer p3 receives
ue1 after e2. In the peer p1, the event message e1 and a pair of event messages
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ue1 and e2 are delivered after the peer p1 receives the event message e3 and the
event message e4, respectively. Here, the illegal information flow relation “e2 7!
p1” holds. Since o22
o7! p1, the object o22 is not delivered to the peer p1 to prevent
illegal information flow. In the peer p2, the event message e1 and a pair of event
messages ue1 and e2 are delivered after the peer p2 receives the event message e3
and the event message e4, respectively.
Figure 5.4: TOBSCO protocol.
In Example 3, the peer p2 publishes an event message e2 after receiving the
update event message ue1. Here, the causally precedent relation ue1 !c e2 holds.
However, the event message e2 arrives at the peer p3 before the update event mes-
sage ue1. Therefore, if the TOBS protocol is performed in Example 3, the event
message e2 is delivered before the update event message ue1 although ue1 !c e2
holds in the peer p3. Here, the event message e2 is premature, i.e. e2 is delivered
to the peer p3 although the event message e2 is not matured at the peer p3.
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Figure 5.5: CO protocol.
Table 5.1: Parameters of every event message.
Name O P T SEQ ACK
e1 o
1
1 w w 1 h1, 1, 1i
ue1 o
1
1 w x 2 h2, 1, 1i
e2 o
2
2 x, y x, y 1 h3, 1, 1i
ue2 o
2
2 x, y w, x 2 h3, 2, 1i
e3 o
3
3 y y 1 h3, 3, 1i
e4 o
1
1 x x 3 h3, 3, 2i
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5.4 ETOBSCO (Efficient TOBSCO) protocol
In this section, we propose an ETOBSCO (Efficient TOBSCO) protocol [48] in
order to deliver only legal objects to target peers. In the P2PPSO system, a peer
pi is allowed to publish and subscribe event messages on a topic t only if the
topic t is included in the publication pi:P and the subscription pi:S of the peer pi,
respectively. If an event message ei published by a source peer pi flows to a target
peer pj (ei ! pj), the event message ei is delivered to the peer pj . Here, if at least
one illegal object oi in the event message ei is delivered to the peer pj (oi
o7! pj),
information of the source peer pi illegally flows into the peer pj . Illegal objects
have to be not delivered to a target peer even if an event message is delivered.
Here, only legal objects in event messages are delivered to target peers and are
stored in the storages of the target peers.
Suppose a peer pi publishes an event message ei with a pair of objects oi1 and
oi2. Suppose, o
i
1:T = fx, yg and oi2:T = fx, zg where x, y, and z are topics.
First, suppose a subscription pj:S of a target peer pj of the event message ei is a
set fw, x, yg of topics. Here, oi1 o) pj and oi2 o7! pj since oi1:T  pj:S and oi2:T
6 pj:S. Here, a pair of the objects oi1 and oi2 are legal and illegal at the peer pj ,
respectively.
As we make the assumption in the preceding section, every object oi is as-
sumed to be updated by only the creator peer pi of the object oi. Once an owner
peer pi updates an object oi, the peer pi is required to publish an update event
message uei to every peer pj holding a replica o
j
i so that the replica o
j
i is mutually
consistent with the object oi. On receipt of an update event message of an object
oi, a peer pj updates a replica o
j
i . Here, the topics of the object oi may not be
changed even if the state of the object oi is updated. If the topics of the object
oi are not changed, an update event message to inform the update of the object
oi is meaningless to prevent illegal objects from being delivered since only topics
of objects are checked. A replica oji is weakly consistent with an object oi iff the
topics oji :T of the replica o
j
i is the same as the topics oi:T of the object oi. Even
if the replica oji is weakly consistent with an object oi, data in the replica o
j
i may
not be the same as the object oi. Thus, in order to reduce the overhead to update
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every replica, each replica is kept weakly consistent with an object.
Definition 11. A peer pi alters an object oi iff the peer pi updates the state of the
object oi but the topics in oi:T are not changed.
Definition 12. An update event message uei of an object oi published by a peer
pi is meaningless iff the peer pi alters the object oi.
If the state of the object oi is changed but the topics in oi:T are not changed,
it is meaningless to distribute an update event message uei. In the ETOBSCO
protocol, every peer avoids publishing meaningless update event messages of an
object oi to reduce the number of event messages exchanged even if the peer pi
alters an object oi. Here, holder peers of replicas of the object oi cannot recognize
that the object oi is altered by a peer pi unless the object oi is delivered to the
holder peers. In order to make every target peer know that the object oi is altered,
the peer pi publishes an update event message uei carrying the altered object oi if
the object o which has at least one common topic with the object oi is delivered to
the peer pi.
In the ETOBSCO protocol, each peer behaves as shown in Algorithms 1, 2,
and 3 to prevent illegal information flow. In addition, every pair of event messages
are causally delivered to every common target peer even if the event messages are
published by different peers. In order to causally deliver event messages, the
sequence numbers of event messages which we discussed in the section 5.3 are
used. The sequence numbers of event messages are manipulated as shown in
Algorithm 4.
Example 4. Suppose three peers p1, p2, and p3 are cooperating by manipulating
objects and publishing and receiving event messages as shown in Figure 5.6. The
peers p1, p2, and p3 have publications and subscriptions as p1:P = p1:S = fw, x,
zg, p2:P = p2:S = fw, x, y, zg, and p3:P = p3:S = fw, x, yg, respectively. The
peers p1, p2, and p3 create objects o1, o2, and o3 where o1:T = fwg, o2:T = fxg,
and o3:T = fx, yg, respectively. First, the peer p1 publishes an event message e1
with the object o1. Here, e1:P = e1:T = o1:T = fwg. Then, the peer p1 alters the
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object o1. The peer p1 does not publish the update event message ue2 because the
update event message ue2 is meaningless.
Then, the peers p1, p2, and p3 publish event messages e3, e4, and e5 where
e3:O = fo1g, e4:O = fo2g, and e5:O = fo3g, respectively. In the peer p2, the
event message e1 is delivered after the event message e5 arrives at the peer p2
because e1:P \ p2:S 6= . Here, the object o1 carried by the event message e1 is
delivered to the peer p2 and a replica o21 is stored in the storage p2:D of the peer
p2. Similarly, a replica o31 is stored in the peer p3.
Finally, the peers p1, p2, and p3 publish event messages e6, e7, and e8 where
e6:O = fo1g, e7:O = fo2g, and e8:O = fo3g, respectively. In the peer p1, the pair
of event messages e4 and e5 are delivered after the event message e8 arrives at the
peer p1. Here, e4 ) p1 holds and the object o2 is delivered to the peer p1. Thus, a
replica o12 is stored in the storage p1:D. On the other hand, the illegal information
flow relation e5 7! p1 holds because the object o3 such that o3 o7! p1 is carried by
the event message e5. Here, the illegal object o3 is not delivered to the peer p1 to
prevent illegal information flow.
In the peer p2, the replica o21 of the object o1 in the peer p2 is synchronized
with the altered object o1 after the event message e8 arrives at the peer p2. On the
other hand, the replica o31 of the object o1 in the peer p3 is synchronized with the
altered object o1 after the event message e7 arrives at the peer p3.
Suppose the peers publish event messages and update objects as shown in Ex-
ample 4. In the TOBSCO protocol, the peer p1 publishes an update event message
ue2 after the peer p1 alters the object o1. Hence, more number of event mes-
sages are exchanged among peers in the TOBSCO protocol compared with the
ETOBSCO protocol. However, the replica o21 of the object o1 in the peer p2 is
synchronized with the altered object o1 after the event message e5 arrives at the
peer p2. This means, it takes shorter time to synchronize every replica with the
altered object in the TOBSCO protocol than the ETOBSCO protocol.
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Figure 5.6: ETOBSCO protocol.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
6.1 Properties of protocols
First, the following property holds for the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO pro-
tocols:
Property 1. In the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols, no illegal infor-
mation flow occurs.
Proof 1. Suppose an object o such that o:T 6 pj:S is carried by an event message
ei to a target peer pj . According to Definition 8, the object o is illegal. In the
TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols, every illegal object o is not delivered
to peers as shown in Algorithm 2. Therefore, no illegal information flow occurs
in every protocol.
This property means that every illegal object is not delivered to any target peer.
On the other hand, some legal object might be not delivered. The protocol stack
of the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols is shown in Figure 5.1.
In the TOBS protocol, the function to causally deliver every pair of event mes-
sages does not exist. Hence, the TOBS protocol is supported on the CO protocol
by which event messages are causally delivered to every peer. On the other hand,
the causally ordering delivery function is also supported by the TOBSCO proto-
col. Hence, the causally ordering delivery of event messages is guaranteed by
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using only the TOBSCO protocol. In the ETOBSCO protocol, the function to
reduce the network overhead is supported in addition to the causally ordering de-
livery function. Table 6.1 summarizes the properties of the TOBS, TOBSCO, and
ETOBSCO protocols.
Table 6.1: Summary of the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols.
Protocol
Prevention of illegal
information flow
Causally ordering
delivery
Alteration check
TOBS   
TOBSCO   
ETOBSCO   
6.2 TOBS protocol
6.2.1 Environment
In this subsection, we evaluate the TOBS protocol on a topic set T = ft1, : : :, ttng
(tn  1) and a peer set P = fp1, : : :, ppng (pn  1) in terms of the numbers of
event messages and objects which are not delivered to peers. Suppose a peer pi
receives an event message e and the event message e carries an object on a topic
t. Here, if the peer pi is not allowed to subscribe the topic t, the object is not
delivered to the peer pi in the TOBS protocol. We assume each event message
can be reliably broadcast to every target peer in a system. An event message e
is delivered to each peer pi only if the publication e:P and the subscription pi:S
include at least one common topic.
In the evaluation, access rights are randomly granted to each peer pi, i.e. topics
in the publication pi:P and the subscription pi:S of each peer pi are randomly
taken in the topic set T . Let stni be the number of topics in the subscription pi:S.
The number stni is randomly selected out of numbers 1, : : :, mstn. Here, mstn
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is the maximum number of topics which can be included in the subscription pi:S
and publication pi:P of each peer pi. Let ptni be the number of topics in the
publication pi:P . The publication pi:P of each peer pi includes at least one topic.
Topics in the publication pi:P are randomly selected so that the publication pi:P
is a subset of the subscription pi:S, i.e. 1  ptni  stni and pi:P  pi:S. After
publication and subscription rights are granted to a peer pi, the peer pi creates one
object oi. The topic set oi:T of an object oi includes at least one topic. Topics in
the set oi:T are randomly taken so that oi:T is a subset of the publication pi:P , i.e.
1  joi:T j and oi:T  pi:P .
Let cp be a creation probability. This means, each peer pi creates an object
with probability cp at each time.
Let up be an update probability. This means, each peer updates its own object
with probability up at each time. We consider a pair of update operations on an
object, full and partial update operations. If a peer pi issues a full update operation
to an object oii, the whole data of the object o
i
i is fully overwritten. This means,
the object oii is deleted and created. Since every data is changed in the object o
i
i,
topics on the object oii are totally changed with new ones. Hence, the variable o
i
i:T
gets empty, i.e. oii:T = . Then the variable o
i
i:T randomly includes topics so that
oii:T is a subset of the subscription pi:S, i.e. o
i
i:T  pi:S. On the other hand, if
the peer pi issues a partial update operation to an object oii, only some data of the
object oii is overwritten. Topics on the object o
i
i are considered to be not deleted
and just new topics are given to the object oii. Hence, some topics which the peer
pi is allowed to subscribe are added to the variable oii:T .
Table 6.2 shows the parameters pn, tn, n, mstn, stni, and ptni used in the
simulation. In the evaluation, we consider fifty peers p1, : : :, p50 (pn = 50) and
one hundred topics t1, : : :, t100 (tn = 100). We evaluate the TOBS protocol in the
following procedure:
[Simulation procedure]
1. One peer pi is randomly selected in the peer set P and the peer pi randomly
includes some object or replica oi such that oi:T  pi:P in an event message
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Table 6.2: Parameters used for simulation.
Parameters Values
Number pn of peers in the system 50
Number tn of topics in the system 100
Number n of publication events 0, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500
Maximum numbermstn of topics in a subscription 40
Number stni of topics in a subscription of each peer pi 1, : : :,mstn
Number ptni of topics in a publication of each peer pi 1, : : :, stni
Creation probability cp 0.01
Update probability up 0.02
ei. Publication ei:P is decided so that ei:P is same as the topic set ei:T of
the event message ei. The peer pi publishes the event message ei.
2. Each peer pi creates an object o where o:T is a subset of pi:P with proba-
bility cp.
3. Each peer pi fully or partially updates data in the object oii where pi is the
creator peer with probability up. If the peer pi updates the object oii, the
peer pi publishes an update event message uei to make another peer pj syn-
chronize the replica oji with the object o
i
i, i.e. o
j
i :T is updated as o
i
i:T .
4. An event message ej is delivered to a target peer pi if pi:S \ ej:P 6= ,
i.e. ej ! pi. Only the object oj such that oj:T  pi:S carried by the event
message ej is delivered to the peer pi.
Let n be the number of publication events to occur in the simulation (0  n 
500). For each n, two hundred different peer sets P1, : : :, P200 of fifty peers p1,
: : :, p50 are randomly generated. For each set Pk, n publication events randomly
occur two hundred times. After that, we calculate the average numbers of event
messages and objects in the TOBS protocol.
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6.2.2 Evaluation results
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Figure 6.1: Number of event messages in the TOBS protocol.
Figure 6.1 shows the numbers of published event messages and illegal event
messages in the TOBS protocol. The dotted line with crosses () shows the total
number of event messages published by the fifty (pn = 50) peers. On the other
hand, the straight line with stars () shows the total number of illegal event mes-
sages published by the fifty (pn= 50) peers. The number of illegal event messages
monotonically increases as the number n of publication events increases. For ex-
ample, about 2,330 event messages are illegal for one hundred publication events
(n = 100) and about 16,640 event messages are illegal for five hundred publi-
cation events (n = 500) in the TOBS protocol. That is, about 80% of the total
number of event messages published by the peers are illegal. This means, 20% of
event messages are legal.
Figure 6.2 shows the number of objects and replicas in the TOBS protocol for
number n of publication events. Each time a peer receives an event message, repli-
cas of objects carried by the event message are stored in the storage. In addition, a
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Figure 6.2: Number of objects in the TOBS protocol.
peer creates a new object. The dotted line with circles () shows the total number
of objects and replicas held by every target peer. The number of objects and repli-
cas carried exponentially increases for the number n of publication events. On the
other hand, the straight line with diamonds () shows the total number of illegal
objects which are carried by event messages but are not delivered. The number
of illegal objects which are not delivered about 30% slowly increases for the total
number of objects and replicas as the number n of publication events increases.
For example, about 3,210 objects are illegal for one hundred publication events
(n = 100) and about 45,430 objects are for five hundred publication events (n =
500) in the TOBS protocol.
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6.3 TOBSCO protocol
6.3.1 Environment
In this subsection, we evaluate the TOBSCO protocol in terms of the number of
premature event messages and the average delivery time of event messages. In
the TOBSCO protocol, every illegal object is not delivered to a target peer. In
addition, every event message is causally delivered to every target peer.
Table 6.3: Parameters used for simulation.
Parameters Values
Number pn of peers in the system 10
Number tn of topics in the system 50
Number n of publication events 0, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500
Maximum numbermstn of topics in a subscription 20
Number stni of topics in a subscription of each peer pi 1, : : :,mstn
Number ptni of topics in a publication of each peer pi 1, : : :, stni
Creation probability cp 0.01
Update probability up 0.02
Table 6.3 shows the parameters used in the simulation. In the evaluation, we
consider ten peers p1, : : :, p10 (pn = 10) and fifty topics t1, : : :, t50 (tn = 50).
The simulation procedure is the same as that of the TOBS protocol described
in subsection 6.2.1. For each n, one hundred different peer sets P1, : : :, P100 of ten
peers p1, : : :, p10 are randomly generated. For each set Pk, n publication events
randomly occur one hundred times. After that, we calculate the average number
of premature event messages and delivery time in the TOBSCO protocol.
In the simulation, we make the following assumptions:
 No event message is lost in a system.
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 Every peer does not publish any event message while the peer recognizes at
least one event message exists which is already published but is not received
yet by the peer. For instance, the peer p3 does not publish any event message
after receiving the event message e2 and before receiving the update event
message ue1 in Figure 5.4.
 The simulation steps 1 to 4 are in one time unit [tu]. Let mdt be the max-
imum delay time. This means, delay time of each event message for each
peer is randomly decided out of 1 to mdt [tu]. However, the delay time of
the event message ei for the peer pi is 0 [tu].
6.3.2 Evaluation results
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Figure 6.3: Number of premature event messages.
Figure 6.3 shows the numbers of premature event messages for number n of
publication events where the maximum delay timemdt is ten [tu] in the TOBSCO
protocol. The dotted line with the label “all” shows the total number of event
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messages delivered. The dotted line with the label “without ordering” shows the
number of premature event messages when every event message is delivered to
a peer as soon as the event message arrives at the peer. The dotted line with
the label “FIFO” shows the number of premature event messages when every
event message is delivered with FIFO ordering delivery in the reliable one-to-one
communication. This means, the event messages published by a common peer
are delivered in sending order while event messages published by different peers
may be delivered in different orders. The straight line with the label “CO” shows
the number of premature event messages when every event message is causally
delivered. In the causally ordering delivery, no premature event message exists
for any number of publication events. On the other hand, if event messages are
not causally delivered, the number of premature event messages increases as the
number n of publication events increases.
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Figure 6.4: Delivery time.
Figure 6.4 shows the average delivery time of event messages delivered for
maximum delay timemdt where n is one hundred in the TOBSCO protocol. De-
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livery time means how many time units it takes until an event message is delivered
to a peer from time the event message arrives at the peer. If event messages are not
sorted in the buffer before the event messages are delivered, delivery time is zero,
i.e. every event message is delivered to a peer as soon as the event message arrives
at the peer. On the other hand, delivery time becomes longer as the maximum de-
lay time mdt becomes longer if event messages are sorted in the buffer before
the event messages are delivered. The delivery time to support the causally or-
dering delivery is longer than that with just FIFO ordering delivery of the reliable
one-to-one communication.
6.4 ETOBSCO protocol
6.4.1 Environment
In this subsection, we evaluate the ETOBSCO protocol in terms of the number
of event messages delivered and the average update delay time of every object
altered. In the ETOBSCO protocol, every illegal object is not delivered to peers
to prevent illegal information flow. Every pair of event messages are causally
delivered to peers. The meaningless update event messages are not published to
reduce the number of event messages exchanged among peers.
Let ap be an alteration probability of an update operation. This means, an up-
date operation is alteration with probability ap in full or partial update operation,
respectively. Here, each peer pi alters an object oi with probability up  ap.
Table 6.4 shows the parameters used in the simulation. In the evaluation, we
consider ten peers p1, : : :, p10 (pn = 10) and fifty topics t1, : : :, t50 (tn = 50). The
simulation procedure is the same as those of the TOBS and TOBSCO protocols
described in subsection 6.2.1.
For each n, one hundred different peer sets P1, : : :, P100 of ten peers p1, : : :,
p10 are randomly generated. For each set Pk, n publication events randomly occur
one hundred times. After that, we calculate the average number of event messages
delivered and update delay time of altered objects in the ETOBSCO protocol.
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Table 6.4: Parameters used for simulation.
Parameters Values
Number pn of peers in the system 10
Number tn of topics in the system 50
Number n of publication events 200, 400, 600, 800, 1,000
Maximum numbermstn of topics in a subscription 20
Number stni of topics in a subscription of each peer pi 1, : : :,mstn
Number ptni of topics in a publication of each peer pi 1, : : :, stni
Maximum delay timemdt of an event message ei
for a peer pj (i 6= j) [tu]
10
Creation probability cp 0.01
Update probability up 0.02
Alteration probability ap of an operation 0.5
6.4.2 Evaluation results
Figure 6.5 shows the numbers of event messages delivered in the TOBSCO and
ETOBSCO protocols. The dotted line with the label “em” shows the total num-
ber of event messages delivered which are not update event messages. Here, the
difference between em-line and ETOBSCO-line shows how many update event
messages are published in the ETOBSCO protocol. The number of event mes-
sages delivered in the ETOBSCO protocol is fewer than the TOBSCO protocol.
For example, about 20,300 event messages are delivered in the TOBSCO protocol
but about 13,800 event messages are in the ETOBSCO protocol for one thousand
publication events (n = 1,000).
Figure 6.6 shows the average update delay time of altered objects in the TOB-
SCO and ETOBSCO protocols. Update delay time means how many time units it
takes until an event message carrying the altered object is delivered to a peer from
time the object is altered. The update delay time of altered objects in the ETO-
BSCO protocol is longer than the TOBSCO protocol. For example, update delay
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time is about 25 [tu] in the TOBSCO protocol but about 48 [tu] in the ETOBSCO
protocol for one thousand publication events (n = 1,000).
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Studies
7.1 Conclusions
The PS (Publish/Subscribe) model is a new event-driven, content-based model of
a distributed system. In this thesis, we proposed the P2PPSO (P2P type of topic-
based PS with Object concept) model where each peer can publish and receive
event messages in a distributed manner. In addition to increasing performance,
reliability, and availability, distributed systems have to be secure in presence of
malicious peers. Here, we have to prevent illegal information flow to occurring
among peers and objects in the access control models like the RBAC model. In
the P2PPSO model where information exchanged among peers are considered as
objects which are characterized by topics. Here, each peer exchanges objects with
other peers by publishing and subscribing event messages with no centralized
coordinator. Peers manipulate objects and event messages carry objects to target
peers. Illegal information flow occurs if the objects related with topics which
the target peers are not allowed to subscribe are delivered to the target peers by
receiving event messages with the objects.
Next, we proposed a TBAC (Topic-Based Access Control) model as an access
control model of the PS model. Here, an access right is a pair ht, opi of a topic
t and a publish or subscribe operation op. A peer is allowed to publish an event
message with publication topics and subscribe interesting topics only if the pub-
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lication and subscription access rights are granted to the peer, respectively. Event
messages carry objects to a target peer. If the information related with the topics
which the target peer is not allowed to subscribe is carried by event messages to
the peer, illegal information flow occurs. Based on the TBAC model, we defined
legal and illegal information flows among peers and event messages. We also de-
fined illegal objects whose topics are not allowed to be subscribed by the target
peer. If at least one illegal object is carried by an event message to a target peer,
information of the object illegally flows to the peer.
In order to prevent illegal information flow from occurring in the P2PPSO
system, first, we proposed the TOBS protocol. In the TOBS protocol, even if an
event message is received by a target peer, illegal objects in the event message are
not delivered to the target peer.
In the TOBS protocol, every event message is assumed to be causally delivered
to every common target peer in the underlying network. Hence, secondly, we
proposed the TOBSCO (TOBS with Causally Ordering delivery) protocol where
the function to causally deliver every pair of event messages is added to the TOBS
protocol. Here, every pair of event messages received by using topics are causally
delivered to every common target peer by using the vector of sequence numbers.
In the TOBS and TOBSCO protocols, illegal objects are not delivered to the
target peers. However, update event messages of an object are published to update
every replica of the object each time the object is updated. Hence, thirdly, we
proposed the ETOBSCO (Efficient TOBSCO) protocol where an update event
message of the object is not published if the topics of the object are not changed,
i.e. the object is altered. Every peer is forced to avoid publishing meaningless
event messages to reduce the network overhead. In the TOBS, TOBSCO, and
ETOBSCO protocols, every illegal event message is not delivered to any target
peer. However, some legal event message might be not delivered.
In the evaluation, first, we show how many event messages and objects which
are not delivered to target peers in the TOBS protocol. Next, we show every
pair of event messages are causally delivered but it takes longer to deliver event
messages in the TOBSCO protocol than the TOBS protocol. Finally, we show
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the fewer number of event messages are delivered while it takes longer to update
replicas of altered objects in the ETOBSCO protocol than the TOBSCO protocol.
The protocols which we newly discussed and proposed in this thesis are theo-
retical foundations to design, implement, and evaluate secure distributed systems.
7.2 Future studies
In this thesis, we evaluated the TOBS, TOBSCO, and ETOBSCO protocols in the
simulation. In order to make the performance clearer, we are now designing a test
bed to evaluate the protocols in terms of the number of event messages delivered,
update delay time, and energy consumption of peers and systems.
Information systems are composed of various types of nodes like sensors and
actuators in addition to servers and clients as discussed in the IoT (Internet of
Things). In the IoT, a CapBAC (Capability-Based Access Control) model [50, 51]
is proposed to make devices secure. Here, subjects like users and applications
send access requests to devices and data are exchanged among subjects and de-
vices. Hence, a subject may get data which the subject is not allowed to get, i.e.
illegal information flow occurs. We would like to define information flow rela-
tions among subjects and devices and then propose a protocol to prevent illegal
information flow based on the relations in the IoT.
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